


Automatic full /half cut with depth control

Full /half Automatic cut is selectable.  
Depth control, cutting speed control is  
available from control panel.
A convenient feature to assist quality  
finish.

Half cuts can be manually separated easily.

That's a wonderful choice!
CABLE ID PRINTER  
Mk 2600/ Mk1500

Standard PC
Connectivity

Ease of Use

Easy to type Notebook  
PC like QWERTY key  
Board ensures both  
comfort and efficiency.

Setting the material is  
very easy with standard  
cable Attachment.
Simple operation is  
fundamental factor for  
productivity.

Light weight and  
handy design allows  
you to take the  
machine to the field  
easily.
This mobility isanother  
practical point of this  
product.

Direct printing on commercially available Soft PVC tubes (inner  
diameter: 2.5 to 6.5 mm) is possible. Heat Shrinkable tubes Φ3.0 to  
6.4mm, Flat tube type materials are also acceptable.*
* Before using a tube, be sure to check whether characters can be print on it.
* The Mk 1500 accepts with 2.5 m m to 5.2 m m diameter tubes.

High-quality crisp printing ensures distinct legibility in small  
character and hard to wear andtear marking.

The printer can be linked with PC through

USB interface PC Connection Kit

Data can be sent from the PC to the  
printer, allowing you to create large  
quantities of data with ease. In addition to  
the existing original files, the printer can  
read CSV-format files. This feature greatly  
reduces the time required for field work.
* Mk 2600 only

Print Length Adjustment

The print length can be adjusted in steps  
of 0.01%.
Precise pitchcontrol is useful in creating  
an indication plate for terminal blocks.

Memory and folders

Internal memory can store as much as  
approximately 60,000 characters.*  Up 
to 10 folders can be created.*  Every
Folder can save up to 99 files.*
*Mk 2600

With high contrast,  
distinctive back lit  
display, operating the  
machine is  
comfortable even in

the dimly lit work place. It guide's you  
through the menu to the necessary  
settings such as material and the size of  
the characters without stress.

Consecutive/Serial Printing

Multiple reiteration of same character  
lines and group printing ; different set of a  
certain character lines , are available in  
easy compiling function.
Sequential numbering is now available in  
4 digit.

Consecutive Printing

Serial Printing (4 digit)

-to-UseSimple and Easy  
Standard Model

CABLE ID PRINTER  
Mk 1500

Affordable Price  

Tube/TapePrint at 25 mm/s

Framing Combined column (Upper Lower Segment)

with horizontal characters

3line/segment *2 All line centering, Vertical/HorizontalCharacter

*1 Only Mk 2600 allows Vertical/Horizontal Character printing.
*2 Only 1.3mm(Full width)alfanumeric characters Mk 2600 only.

Vertical/Horizontal Character *1 Vertical/Vertical Character

Horizontal/Horizontal Character No cutting lines between column ofcharacters

CABLE ID PRINTER Mk 2600

Accuracy
Fine pitch adjustment

Pitch is  
adjustable in  
0.01% steps.

Productivity
High Speed printing 40mm/s  

Selectable 3speed

Mk 2600

Full/half Automatic cut
with depth control

40mm/sec  

25mm/sec  

18.5mm/sec

Attach a sleeve on the cable and  
insert a printed 4-mm ID strip in
it.

Wrap the printed face with  
transparent adhesive laminate  
around the cable.

4mmID STRIP

4mm ID strip for the  
creation of slot in  
cable marking isalso  
available in the form  
of Convenient  
cassette form.
It is applicable to  
commercially available  
cable marker holders.
* Use commercially available  
sleeves.

Wrap Around Tape

Transparent laminate  
film covers the printed  
surface.

Tubes Marking strip Cable Makers

With optional plate attachment, it is possible to print onthin  
plastic plate strips.
The length can be set from 2 to 150mm.
With fine printing pitch control, making the Indication plate is  
ever more easy.

Label tapes

The wide variety of label tapes are supplied in the form of handy  
and convenient cassettes.
Tape width 6mm,9mm,12mm tape cassettes areavailable.

Mk 1500Mk 2600

Various print template patterns

Mk 2600 For Professional

Various Features

Back Lit LCD display

Reliable marking printer which fits right
at the cable identification work site.

Printing Material


